GaMRed - adaptive filtering of high-throughput biological data.
Data filtering based on removing non-informative features, with unchanged signal between compared experimental conditions, can significantly increase sensitivity of methods used to detect differentially expressed genes or other molecular components measured in high-throughput biological experiments. Criteria for data filtering can be stated on the basis of averages or variances of signal levels across samples. The crucial parts of feature filtering are selection of filter type and cut-off threshold, which are specific to the particular dataset. In this paper we present an algorithm and a stand-alone application, GaMRed, for adaptive filtering insignificant features in high-throughput data, based on Gaussian mixture decomposition. We have tested the performance of our algorithm using datasets from three different high-throughput biological experiments. We estimated the number of differentially expressed features after applying multiple testing correction and performed functional analysis of obtained features using Gene Ontology terms. Also, we checked if the control of false discovery rate and family-wise error rate after applying feature filtering remains at appropriate level. GaMRed is fast, automatic and does not require expert knowledge in parameter tuning. The algorithm increases sensitivity of methods used to find differentially expressed features and biological validity of the findings. The program can be downloaded from: http://cellab.polsl.pl/gamred.html.